TEACHING DOWN
Teaching Down - don't confuse this behavior with "off". You must be very consistent with your commands, in order for your puppy to comply and avoid becoming frustrated or confused. Down simply means "lay on the ground or floor". Off means "remove yourself from someone or something".
Levels to DOWN: There are several levels to "down"; duration, distance & distractions.  Start the process by asking your puppy/dog to remain in a down for just a few seconds, adding duration over the upcoming weeks.  Distance (you from the dog) and distractions (noisy toys/kids playing) should be added later.  This should happen when the dog has achieved excellent duration, and not moving until released.
Where to Begin Practicing: Start in a very non distracting area of your home. Once your puppy is reliable in that area, move onto a more interesting one within your home. Eventually you can move outdoors, such as your garage, driveway or back deck. Leading up to your lawn, yard and parks or pet stores. Remember when beginning in a new area, start from step 1.
Luring, Shaping & Opportunities:
Luring is taught by using a food reward, Luring the dog into Position, by having him follow the Lure. Place the Lure just under your puppies nose, lower the treat slightly hi towards his body and to the ground, finally pull the lure out straight in front of them along the ground. This Luring method should get your dog sliding into a down position. As your dog moves into position you then give your positive marker "yes" and treat, (say "down" as, not before, not after)
Shaping is a process of breaking down a behavior into smaller, easier to follow sequences. If your dog is having problems moving into a full DOWN. You can break down the behavior into small parts. First asking from a partial nose movement towards the ground or his feet partially moving forward closer to the ground. Adding on slowly to eventually accomplish a Full DOWN. Rewarding his small accomplishments along the way.
* When using a lure, it's important to fade it's presence quickly to keep the dog from becoming dependent upon it. Fading is an important part of making sure your dog becomes reliable and is truly grasping the concept of Down - not just following a treat to the floor.. To accomplish this, begin with enclosing the treat hi your hand out of sight while luring your dog into position. Next you would only move your closed hand halfway to the ground, making your movement less and less each tune. Eventually leading up to having your hands by your side and only giving a Verbal command. Fade your treat out slowly, each step of fading should be done until your dog is reliable at that level.
Opportunities are used when your dog is having difficulty moving into a down position while using a lure. If you happen to catch your dog in a down position - tell them what they are doing - "yes" and reward them. This method may take a little longer, but when your dog makes the association of their position equals the word down - luring will then become much easier.

